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Equation Analysis
Each equation below contains 
initials of words that will make it 
correct, e.g. 26 « L of the A 
would be:

26 letters of the alphabet.
= W of the A W7

1001 = AN
12 = S of the l
54 = C in a D (with j)

9 = P in the S S
| PK

13 = Son the A F
18 - H on a G C
32 = D F at which W F 
90 = D it. a R A

200 = D for P G in M
8 = S on a S S
3 = B M (S H T R)
4 - QinaG

24 * ”in a °
1 - W on a U
6 « D in a P C

57 = HV

88

II = PonaFT
W that a P is W 

29 = Din Fin aL Y
64 = Son a C

DandNof the G F

1000

40 s;

Few people can solve more 
than half on the first try; many 
experience ‘eurekas’ long after 
the test had been put aside; 
some complete it over a period 
of days. It is certainly not a test 
of intelligence, fluency or 
mathematical ability but 
rather a gauge of flexibility 
and creativity.

MICHAEL MITCHELL, CMA
“Professional expertise, insight, and flexibility make Mike 
a vital member of our management team.”

If you picture yourself as a vital 
member of the management team, do 
what Mike Mitchell did. Become a 
professional management accountant.

A L (Al) Flood,
President, Corporate Bank, 
Canadian Imperial 
Bank of Commerce

THE SOCIETY OF 
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANTS

NEW BRUNSWICK
1(800) 565-7198

NEWFOUNDLAND 
1 (800) 565-7130

NOVA SCOTIA
(902) 422-5836 
1 (800) 565-7198

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND 
1(800) 565-7198

CMA
Certified Management Accountant

Nazis, Israeli agents and a porn 
king.

big summer blockbusters. In ret
rospect it was a wise move. Loose 
Cannons is a poorly written, 
directed, and edited film. If you 
would have avoided it in the 
summer in favour of such super
ior products as Batman and 
Lethal Weapon II, then there is 
no reason to lower your standards 
now and pay seven dollars to see

sistency of tone. This is particu
larly evident when scenes try to 
build up suspense and then are 
utterly sabotaged by the slapstick 
antics of Aykroyd’s character.

The editing is equally abomi
nable. Scenes change location 
with little or no explanation and 
the villain appears to have had a 
larger role, huit in the final cut he 
is in only two scenes. These are 
minor points, however, when 
compared to the plot of the film. 
Not only is it confusing and 
sloppy, it is misleading and 
manipulative as well. This film 
caters to the lowest common 
denominator and even judged on 
that basis it is sadly lacking. This 
is Bob Clark’s first action film, 
and it is clear that he is not up to 
the task. But what can you expect 
from the director of Porky’s?

by G urn Blansten

Normally, one would assume 
that after their recent critical and 
financial successes, the two stars 
would avoid duds like these, but 
one only has to watch carefully in 
order to see that this film is two 
years old. Originally slated for 
release last summer, it was pulled 
at the last minute in order to 
avoid the stiff competition of the

What can you say about a film 
like Loose Cannons? This slip
shod effort is yet another cop- 
buddy movie that tries to be 
Lethal Weapon. However, this 
time it is Dan Aykroyd and Gene 
Hackman who team up as a mis
matched pair to solve a very 
poorly realized plot involving

The problem with the film 
does not lie with the actors. Ayk
royd and Hackman do what they 
can with the meagre material they 
are provided. The big problem is 
behind the scenes, namely direc
tor Bob Clark (From the Hip, 
Turk 182!). Clark is more of a 
loose cannon than the characters 
in the film. He allows the film to 
go in all directions at once, and as 
a result he cannot retain any con-

Lethal Weapon wanna-be

SCOTIABANK’S MBA SCHOLARSHIPS 
SUPPORT YOU CAN BANK ON.

Even the most dedicated student needs academic years, 
financial support. So in 1987, Scotiabank
created a unique scholarship for outstanding age on September 1st, 1990, and must be 
MBA students. The Scotiabank Scholarship 
Program reflects our commitment to the 
education and development of future business only) or Asian countries (McGill only). The

deadline for applying is April 16th, 1990. 
Students must also complete an application 

nually at both Dalhousie and McGill Universities, to the MBA program at either university by 
Each Scotiabank Scholar will receive $12,500 this date, 
per year and be offered a position of em
ployment with Scotiabank between

Applicants should be under 28 years of

Canadian citizens, landed immigrants, or 
citizens of Caribbean countries (Dalhousie

and community leaders.
Scotiabank awards two scholarships an-

For more information, write to your 
preferred university today.

feta.
McGill University
MBA Admissions Office 
1001 Sherbrooke St. W. 
Montreal, Quebec 
H3A IG5

Dalhousie University
Graduate Admissions 
Halifax. Nova Scotia 
B3H 4H6

f Scotiabank 3
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SAVE ‘100

PNP 7000 
LAPTOP

- Includes letter quality printer
- word processing, spread sheets 

and communications Included
BONUSI WITH THIS AD 
COPY A FREE CARRYING 
CASE (*80°°!)
- rent to own ‘119 month (x12) 
PWP2000 WORD 
PROCESSOR
- *699 SAVE ‘100
- rent to own HJ9 month (x12)

XL1500 ELECTRONIC 
TYPEWRITER
- ‘199 RENT TO OWN »35 (x8)

C. Robertson Bus. Equip. Ltd. 
5514 Cunerd St. 423-9386
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